
Building Excellence Through Global Education
Sheridan Japanese School Foundation Board

Foundation Board – Special Meeting
SJS, 430 SW Monroe, Sheridan, OR

Monday June 23rd, 2021 – 6:00 PM

Meeting Minutes

I. Call to Order: 6:02PM
In attendance:  Eli Justman, Judy Anderson, Ann Schultz, Amanda Mehlhoff, Beth
Martin

II.  Approve Minutes

Eli moves to approve minutes from 5-24-21. Ann seconds. All in favor.

Motion Passes.

Eli moves to approve minutes from 6-7–21. Ann seconds. All in favor.

Motion Passes.

Eli moves to approve minutes from 614–21. Ann seconds. All in favor.

Motion Passes.

III. Treasurer Report
Ann:  Why don’t we have the report by now?  I think this is important
information for us to have.
Beth:  I will contact Lisa to get Jesse’s contact information.
Susan:  Kristen Miles also needs an updated financial statement.
Beth:  I will reach out to Jesse.

IV.  School Report
Eli:  It’s good to know Jen will charge $40/hr and will be available if we
need her.

IV.  Foundation Business
a. New business
Cliff:  We have joining us tonight Mary Jean and Kelly. They will help us
have a smooth opening in the fall.
Mary Jean:  Kelly and I have worked together for many years.  I helped



open the first Salem Kaiser online school.  I look for a variety of ways to
engage kids.
Kelly:  Mary Jean and I started in music and we like to say it’s still all
about harmony.  We look for what is best for the kids in alternative
settings in a variety of settings.
Mary Jean:  I have become a charter expert on accidents. I have
worked with Cliff Monroe and Kate Patterson. I want to make sure we
are doing the right work for you.
Kelly:  Securing the office manager is just as important as the director.
Eli:  Lisa will be here for a few more weeks.
Beth:  Yes, and she is willing to help after that and should be
compensated for her time.
Mary Jean:  I have the budget.  How confident are you in enrollment?
Should we keep it at 70 or could we go up to 80?
Eli:  I think it is best to budget for 65-70.
Mary Jean:  It is not in the charter that grade enrollment needs to be
capped.  Can that change?
Ann:  That is right it is not in the charter.  It is up to the board.
Mary Jean:  We need to make sure we are hiring the right teacher for
the students.
Beth:  Yes, I think the goal is to not have too many kids of one age
group move through the school.
Kelly:  Yes, it can make teaching very difficult when a bubble moves
through a small school.
Beth:  Lots of kids leave after 8th grade.
Eli:  Also a lot of teachers leave after 2-3 years.
Beth:  Walker Sensei may stay.
Kelly: Is the high school accredited?
Cliff:  Yes, but it was put off the last two years, so it is due.
Eli:  How often does that happen?
Beth:  It used to be every year and now it is every other.
Mary Jean:  The current charter ends in 2023.  The renewal process will
begin in 2022.  How does the current SSD board feel about SJS?
Eli:  They are having a meeting on Monday to decide if they are going to
terminate us.
Mary Jean:  Kelly and I are meeting with Dorie on Friday.  Does the
board have unanimity in staying open?
Eli:  Yes, there is one board member who is concerned but she is doing
her part to help.
Mary Jean:  That is important.  What about staff? How many teachers
need to be hired. I hear one teacher is interested in staying.
Beth:  Yes, I have emailed all the teachers.  One is interested in staying.



Eli:  We need to hire a director and office manager and 5 teachers.
Mary Jean:  That is a lot of work.
Beth and Eli:  Yes, but this is a great school.
Mary Jean:  That is what I have always heard.
Kelly:  A lot of this will rely on some very deep conversations with
someone in this room.  We do not want to make uninformed decisions.
Eli:  Cliff and I were approved at the last meeting to be those people.
When I do not know the answer I will reach out to find out who does.
Mary Jean:  I spent 2-3 hours yesterday calling recently retired
administrators. We need a strong start in the fall. This is not about
curriculum, but environment.  We need someone seasoned who knows
how to handle everything.
Ann:  What about the resume Beth got?
Beth:  Brian Young has taught in charters and his wife was previously on
the board.
Cliff:  It’s nice to have an applicant.  Experience is going to be very
important at this point.
Eli:  We may hire an interim and think about Brian for the permanent
position.
Cliff:  We do not want to hire anyone in a hurry.
Eli:  I think of it as a story.  When the king dies without an heir you
choose the oldest knight everyone already knows while you go and find
the true heir.
Mary Jean:  Two of the people I called today asked me to call them back
with more information because they were interested in helping find
someone.
Beth:  Yes, hiring someone with more experience is important.
Kelly:  It has been a dramatic year. We need someone who has been
tested.
Mary Jean:  The other person I contacted today is Susan Tanabe,
Instructor of Japanese at Chemeketa Community College. She has
some names.
Cliff:  I will work alongside anyone when needed.
Kelly:  At the SSD meeting on Monday, how strong of an impression do
we need to make to keep the school open?
Beth:  I think they got a strong impression of how dedicated we are at
the last meeting.  Their biggest concern seemed to be how we are going
to hire teachers in time.  They would like to know our contingency plan.
I feel like if you go in there and confirm we can do it that would give
them confidence.
Eli:  We talked them through our process of deciding too quickly to
close over the fear of a mid year closure.



Cliff:  The staffing model needs to be very flexible.  I talked to a teacher
today.
Beth:  I have been on the board for 5 years.  We have never had a
problem finding teachers.  We talked to Nicole Hans from Renaissance,
a charter with a similar budget, and she had never had a problem
either.
Mary Jean:  What is the difference in salary between SSD and SJS?
Beth:  We would have to find that out.
Eli:  We based our staffing budget for next year on the past year's
budget but did not allocate it to specific teachers.
Cliff:  There is no salary schedule.
Mary Jean:  A retired admin interim could be hired on contract.  That
means you would not have to contribute to PERS because they would
already be drawing on it.
Eli:  We can look into that.
Kelly:  We are not expensive, but we won’t get too far on the budget
you approved.  We will have to add to that.
Cliff:  The sooner we bring on an admin and office manager the better.
Beth:  We had a part time office manager as well that maintained
emails.  We will need someone on staff to take that on as well.
Eli:  The sooner the better.
Mary Jean:  Your model is unique.
Eli:  We can bring back past employees to consult.

II. Consider Adding New Board Members
Todd:  I would like to know how many board members we can add.
Beth:  We can have up to 11.
Eli:  5-7 is best.
Beth:  Atsuko would like to be on the board but would have to
telecommute.
Todd:  I would like to withdraw my application to focus on the PTO.
Beth:  One problem with past PTOs was that people were bringing their
complaints to them and they would bring them to the board.  There is a
very clear procedure for complaints and that is not it.
Eli:  Thank you for the information, Todd.  We will put the PTO and your
mission statement on the next agenda.
Eli:  Judy, do you still want to be on the board?
Judy:  Yes.
Beth:  Judy and I talked about her coming on as Vice President to help
transition.
Ann and Amanda:  That sounds great.



Eli makes a nation to expand the board by one position and that

position is filled by Judy Anderson.  Ann seconds.  All in favor.  Motion

passes.

Eli makes a motion to appoint Beth to finish Elaine’s term as President.

Ann seconds.  All in favor.  Motion passes.

Eli makes a motion to appoint Judy to finish Beth’s term as Vice

President.  Ann seconds.  All in favor.  Motion passes.

Beth:  We need 2-3 signers.
7:30 5 minute break
7:35 back in session
Beth:  We are discussing signers.
Ann:  We decided last meeting that as secretary, Amanda would be a
signer.
Beth:  It will take some time as we will need to bring the approved
meeting minutes into the bank.

Eli makes a motion to remove Jen Schulze and Elaine Burke from the

Columbia Bank account for the Sheridan Japanese Foundation and add

Amanda Melhloff, Judy Anderson, and Ann Schultz. Judy Seconds. All

in favor.  Motion Passes.

Eli:  Gay reminded us that we do not have a credit card.
Judy:  I will take care of that.
Eli:  We will authorize that at the next meeting.
Eli:  The CD needs to be liquidated.  Judy and Beth can you follow up
with that?
Susan: Gay sent me a list of all the accounts.  You might want to take off
who you do not want on them.  There is an account through First
Federal for the Student Account Fund.
Eli:  That is so specific that I am comfortable leaving it for now.

B. Old Business
a. Update on School Reopening Process

Amanda:  We have 25 new student applications and 19 re-enrollment
forms.  Gwen has updated the website.  Gwen is setting up a booth at
the Farmers Market in McMinnville.  We participated in the Willamina
Parade.

Eli makes a motion to authorize Lisa to give Amanda phone numbers of

the students enrolled in the school for the 2020/21 school year for the

sole purpose of giving them the opportunity to re-enroll. Judy seconds.

All in favor.  Motion passes.

Ann:  Do we need to schedule a special meeting?



Eli:  Beth can call one 24 hours in advance and Lisa will post it on the
website.
Beth:  I think it’s best to be flexible but we should schedule one after
the SSD meeting.
Judy:  Can we move the mission statement on the website to the front?
Beth:  The next time Amanda has a committee meeting.
Gwen:  I can update it any time just send me an email.
Cliff:  We approved five thousand dollars for the recruitment
committee to spend.  We’re going to reach that limit soon.  I don’t want
Mary Jean and Kelly to have to stop.
Eli:  I would like to wait until after the SSD meeting.
Beth:  We did approve ten thousand dollars in the budget and we will
pay them.
Eli:  Do we need to go into executive session?
Beth:  I will communicate with the lawyer and say we are in a holding
pattern.  Dick is reducing the lease by half.
Judy:  My understanding is that it’s a tax strategy. I do believe he
intends to pay that money back.
Beth:  I will follow up with him and clarify.
Eli:  I can be on that call with you.

III. Old Business

Eli:  SSD has chosen to hold a public meeting to decide if we can
continue.   I am confident that we have support from the community
and a solid plan.
Cliff:  I think Dorie is bothered that there are no current financial
statements.
Susan:  Last week Cliff asked me to talk with Kristen Miles.  I sent her
the budget.  I pointed out significant changes and upcoming things.  Her
concerns are with debt coverage.  She would also like updated financial
statements.  I think it would be good for the board to reach out to her.
Beth:  Who will be present on Monday the 28th?
Eli, Ann, Beth, Amanda & Susan:  I will be there.
Eli:  Do we want a presentation?
Beth:  We are invited to speak.
Judy:  What about Mary Jean and Kelly?
Eli:  We could have Susan, Mary Jean, Kelly, myself and another board
member.
Beth:  I will contact Lisa tomorrow about contacting Jessie.  Should we
ask for it by Friday?
Eli:  Yes we need to.



Susan:  Kristen is getting financial information from someone.  She
informed me that the finances have gone down by $100,000 since
March.
Eli:  She got that information from me.
Susan:  She was very concerned.
Eli:  This is not unusual.
Beth:  What I think is unusual is the amount that we have in our
reserves.
Susan:  Every year SJS taps into their reserves. She wants to know how
we are going to stop that bleed.
Beth:  We had to give money back to the district. We could not adjust
our ADMw until after December.   I will let Dorie know that Eli, Susan,
Mary Jean and Kelly as well as the board will be there to answer
questions.
Judy:  Who will contact Kristen Miles?
Eli:  We have to wait until we hear from Lisa and Jessie.
Beth:  Dorie is asking for some of the money that’s been given to
Yamhill County.  The director will continue to have to go to the SSD
meetings.  The enrollment form still sounds like it has barriers.  It still
needs to be rewritten.
Judy:  I looked at other Charter School’s enrollment forms and I don’t
think it’s out of line. Beth:  I think it should be up to the new director.
Amanda:  Could Gwen make changes and pass it around for us all to
approve?

Eli makes a motion to rewrite the new enrollment and admission forms.

To remove all the bullet points and replace the paragraph with

“RETURN NO LATER THAN 6/30/2021.”  Ann seconds. Ann, Amanda

and Eli say aye. Judy says Nay.

Ann:  Who wants the key?  I think we should have two.
Eli makes a motion to give Cliff a key.  Judy seconds the motion.
All in favor.  Motion passes.
8:32 pm meeting adjourns.


